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Today we got the first >10p pullback which allows for some possibilities to open up. 1) minute-a or minor-a topped 

at SPX2455; and minor-b is now underway. 2) minor-b can have completed at SPX2441 or is subdividing and may 

target SPX2436 (the 50% retrace). In the former case a c=a relationship targets 2480, in the latter it will target 2475. 

A break below today’s low targets SPX2436. A break above today’s high and especially SPX2454 means the upside 

targets are in sight.  

Figure 1. SPX 1 minute chart. Subdividing intermdiate-b!? 

 

The only bearish alternative I can see is that the advance is still part of an ongoing intermediate-a wave since the 

advance off the SPX2438 low to SPX2475 high was of the exact same magnitue: 37p vs 38p. This will come into play 

with a break below SPX2430, the 62% retrace, which then opens up a retest of last week’s low. 

I’ve seen nested 1,2,i,ii bearish counts, but I find that much less likely as those have simple never worked before. 

It’s imho a perma-bears wet-dream so to say. 
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The S&P500 traded all day below it’s 50d SMA, which was certainly not expected. However, the A.I. buy signal 

remains. Recall that it has an >90% accuraccy, which is not 100%. As nothing is 100% certain in the markets. Other 

than that there’s nothing much to add. Today can have been a high level consolidation day before the next leg up, 

or in other terms: “minor backing and filling today following Tuesdays’s big rally”. With yesterday’s CPCE (put/ca;; 

ratio; not shown here) already at 0.55; which is our cut-off for a “top is iminent”; too many traders were indeed too 

bullish too fast and again the majority got punished today by price dropping lower instead of moving higher.  

Figure 2. SPX daily chart: Ideal A.I. buy signal continues. High level continuation today? 
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The S&P500’s McClellan Oscillator (MO) ended today at -26; a decrease of 18p over yesterday and the Summation 

Index (SPXSI) thus continues its sell signal, telling us it won’t have anything of the recent rally. As said yesterday “If 

the Bulls can’t muster positive MO readings, or only marginally positive (<60, say in the 20-40 zone); it will then 

further substantiated the preferred view of an ongoing bounce (i.e. intermediate-b wave), which will fizzle out.” Albeit 

not shown here, NYMO and NYAD increased today, and the TRIN ended rather low, which it intererstingly enough 

does during market rallies. Hence, there are conflicting signals that tell us to suspect the current rally, but that we 

should also expect it to continue with stops along the go. 

Figure 4.  SPXSI still pointing down (on a sell) as market breadth ended at -26 today 

 

In conclusion: The SPXSI tells us the dominant trend remains lower from early August, and the current move off 

the SPX2417 low is most likely a counter trend move, which should have further to run (into this month’s end) 

before turning lower. Therefore, today’s weakness should have been a be buyable opportunity for “traders” 

unless and until price moves below SPX2430, as that opens the door to SPX2415 and even SPX2405. A short term 

drop below SPX2441 can’t be excluded and targets SPX2435ish, whereas a move over SPX2449 and especially 

SPX2454 targets SPX2475-2480. 
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